EVALUATION FORM
Please complete and turn in at the end of the session.

Session Title __________________________

Operation Perfect Association

40 Participant Responses

Yes Maybe/ Somewhat No

Topics were relevant to my job 95% 5%

Session provided new insights on association management 100%

I came away with specific ideas I can use in my job 97% 3%

What was the most valuable thing you learned at this session?

Manuals, antitrust, IRS - Anti-trust, IRS, Policies - Bob is a must have speaker for any AE event. His knowledge is awesome and his sharing is so appreciated. He makes us professional if we follow his advice - Everything - 6 separate manuals - Need to do manuals / how - How to get organized - More organizational and systems ideas - Various needs for the association / manuals - A lot - How important and apparent, the mission statement and vision and values are - Many items not just one - What I need to be a protected association and run a tight ship - Bylaw amendments to CPA - Self audit process - Example manuals - 6 manuals - Excellent presentation - Common oversights - Organization - Anti-Trust - Audience - Ideas of what important documents must be available to the public. Reminders to have back-ups of these and all important papers. - Some things to tighten up in our management - Everything, Great reminder, Will at least get two or three items implemented.

How could the content be improved?

Slides match-up to handouts - Go slower so I can take better notes - Recognize that not all attendees are AE. Some are staff - Longer

Speaker(s) __________________________

Bob Harris

Speaker was well prepared 100%

Speaker demonstrated an in-depth knowledge 100%

Speaker made information easy to understand 100%

Speaker encouraged participation 100%

I would take other sessions presented by this speaker 97% 3%

Other comments:

2x Great - 3x Excellent, learned a lot - At times went a little too fast to take notes. - Wonderful handouts - Bravo - Good practical tools provided. Heard him before. Probably need to hear his presentation every couple of years - Outstanding